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Executive Summary

1

Rationalization is a recalibration exercise for Qualification Packs and National Occupational
Standards (QP-NOS) to
✓ Facilitate relevance,
✓ Broaden scope,
✓ Encourage flexibility,
✓ Diversify applicability,
✓ Minimize duplication,
✓ Support development,
✓ Simplify process.

Rationalized QPs can be:
QPs for Multiskilling: QPs designed to broaden the scope of existing QPs through merging
relevant QP-NOS.

QPs with Electives: QP-NOS designed to promote specialization within a job role.
QPs with Options: QP-NOS designed to add skills to a job-role for wider applicability.
Borrowed QPs or Adopted NOS: Facilitated to minimize duplication and improve intersectoral coordination by allowing one SSC to adapt existing QPs and NOS from another sector
if and where required and applicable.

3

2

Recalibration is incomplete without a thorough review and revision process. It is
recommended that QP-NOS are periodically amended for relevance to industry and
labor practices.
QPs can be revised at the discretion of the concerned SSC in case of technological or
market disruption.
When the QP review date has lapsed the SSC must follow the standard process for
industry validation, and consequently seek QRC approval.
2

Introduction
The pioneering work spearheaded by the Skill Mission and its stakeholders saw large gains and wide acceptance
across the nation. Staying true to its core mission “to empower the youth of the country with skill sets which make
them more employable and more productive in their work environment;”1 the skilling eco-system continues to
evolve and refine itself with the changing nature of work.
Supporting this effort, NSDC maintains a repository of 1913 Qualification Pack-National Occupational Standards
(QP-NOS).2 However, less than four hundred (<400) QP-NOS across thirty-five (35) Sector Skill Councils
(SSCs) have been used in the past three years by stakeholders in the skill development ecosystem. The numbers
are testament to the need for evolving the initial development of QP-NOS to accurately respond to labor practices
and skill gaps.
This brief outlines the fundamental considerations to rationalize QP-NOS within and across sectors. This
broadens the focus of QP-NOS development and implementation to,
•

compute and include end-user experiences, especially trainees/learners; and

•

incorporate the needs of the unorganized sector (or small-scale, traditional industries) and grassroots labor
practices.

Building on the guidelines distributed by the NSDC on QP-NOS Rationalization,3 this brief identifies
rationalization as a recalibration exercise to:
•
•
•
•

•

review QP-NOS for timeliness and relevance, for e.g. responsiveness to technological developments;
broaden the scope of QPs to encourage multi-skilling;
reduce number of QP-NOS and increase flexibility by offering:
o Elective NOS for specialization in a job role,
o Optional NOS to add skills for a job role;
minimize duplication and improve inter-sectoral coordination by allowing one SSC to adapt existing QPs
and NOS from another sector if required or applicable through
o Adopted NOS, or
o Borrowed QPs; and
define process for QP-NOS developed as a priority focus by a ministry, policy or government scheme,
special-interest policy or groups, or special projects.

1

http://www.msde.gov.in/background.html
As on March 2017
3
DRAFT GUIDELINES ON QP-NOS RATIONALIZATION, Date: 15 October 2016; Version 1.0.
2

3

Broaden Scope: QPs for Multi-Skilling
These QPs are designed to broaden the scope of existing QPs through merging relevant QP-NOS. Primarily
encouraging horizontal movement along an NSQF level within a sector; QPs for Multi-skilling respond to the
needs of the unorganized sector (or small-scale, traditional industries), and entrepreneurial labor practices. By
training individuals for multiple job-roles within a sector, QPs for Multi-Skilling add to a trainee’s employability
and job-role portfolio, while reinforcing the skill ecosystem’s ability to remain flexible and adaptive to skill gaps
and labor practices.

Guidelines:
QPs selected for multiskilling must be from the same sector.4 Currently there is no upper limit to the number of
QPs that can be merged for multiskilling. However, QPs will not be merged in an indiscriminate manner, and
require an industry validated rationale for multiskilling.
QPs for Multi-Skilling will follow all rigor and processes in esse, with the modifications outlined below.
o
o
o
o
o
o

A new QP code will be generated for the QP for Multi-Skilling.5
All National Occupational Standards (NOS) from the original QPs, with no changes will be retained with
the same NOS codes and names.
In the circumstance that changes are made to any NOS in the process of merger, new NOS codes and
names must be generated.
All NOS in the QP for Multi-Skilling will be mandatory for all training, assessment, and certification
purposes.
The certificate will have a single job-role title.
SSCs will need to be compute and include for the following variables:
o Occupational Map
▪ Job role titles in the OM must correlate to job-roles operant in the industry.
▪ If the original QPs are retained in databases and circulation, the OM must reflect the
same.
▪ If the original QPs are removed in databases and circulation, the OM must reflect the
same.
o Assessment Criteria
▪ Assessment criteria should reflect the merger of QPs. No changes are required in the QP
template.
o Notional Hours
▪ Notional hours must be calculated as per QP requirements
o Training Duration6

As of 30 May 2017: “Sector” is mapped to the present structure and constituency of the Sector Skill Councils; and not to the
broad industrial sectors.
5
Not applicable for existing QPs for Multi-Skilling.
6
This is a recommendation to consider all impact areas.
At the QP-NOS development stage it is not mandatory to have the Training Duration defined.
4

4

o
o
o

o

o

▪ Training duration must be calculated as per QP requirements
o Curriculum and Content7
▪ Curriculum and Content must be developed to facilitate QP requirements
o Training of Trainers (ToT)
▪ Trainers must be multi-skilled as per QP requirements
o Training of Assessors (ToA)
▪ Assessors must be multi-skilled as per QP requirements
o Assessment
▪ Assessment must be modified as per QP requirements
Qualifications Registration Committee (QRC) approval, and following that, National Skill Qualifications
Committee (NSQC) approval will be required,
Standard industry validation and employer concurrence will be sought and submitted as part of the all
other deliverables required in the Qualifications Registration Committee (QRC) docket;
At the behest of the SSC developing QPs for Multi-Skilling, the original QPs that were merged, will be
removed from all databases and circulation. If no such solicitation is received from the respective SSC,
the original QPs will be retained in all databases.
It is the responsibility of the respective SSC to communicate with NSDC’s Standards, and Quality
Assurance teams on the timeline and/or deadline for the removal of the original QPs, once the
development process of QPs for Multiskilling is completed.
Cut-off date for the original QP, and the activation date of the new QP needs to be communicated by the
SSC to the skilling eco-system

7

This is a recommendation to consider all impact areas.
At the QP-NOS development stage it is not mandatory to have the Curriculum and Content defined.

5

Increase Relevance: QPs with Electives or Options
These QPs are designed to be responsive and adaptive to the evolving nature of work. They encourage a reflective
response from industry and employers on their skill requirements; while leveraging choice in favor of
trainees/learners. These QPs aim to promote specialization within a job role, or to add skills to a job-role for
wider applicability in and across sectors. The shift in focus from QP design to QP utility also encourages a
deliberative recalibration of QPs.

Guidelines
QPs may be from the same sector or different sectors.8 Currently there is no upper limit to the number of QPs that
can be rationalized through the inclusion of Electives or Options. However, QPs will not be developed in an
indiscriminate manner, and require an industry validated rationale for development.
When Electives or Options are included from a different sector, the concerned SSCs should collaborate and work
in consultation with the QRC secretariat.
QPs with Electives or Options will follow all rigor and processes in esse, with the modifications outlined in the
subsequent sections.

QPs with Electives
o
o

o
o
o

o

A new QP code and name will be generated for the QPs with Elective NOS.
NOS will be categorized as:
o Compulsory: All NOS/set of NOS that are identified by the sector(s) as core to a job role
o Elective: All NOS/set of NOS that are identified by the sector(s) as contributive to specialization
in a job role. There may be multiple electives within a QP for each specialized job-role.
Trainees must select at least one elective for specialization for the successful completion of a QP with
Electives.
All Compulsory NOS and the selected Elective/s, will be mandatory for training, assessment, and
certification purposes.
In the certificate,
o the job-role title will be appended with the specialization, and
o will feature the logo/s of the sector/s.
There will be the following changes in the QP template. When a QP does not include Electives, do not
incorporate the recommended changes in to the template.

As of 18 May 2017: “Sector” is mapped to the present structure and constituency of the Sector Skill Councils; and not to the
broad industrial sectors.
8
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o

Cover Page

o

Definitions (Refer QP Template for full list)

7

o

Job Details

o

Assessment Guidelines

8

o

o

Assessment Criteria

SSCs will need to be compute and include for the following variables:
o Occupational Map
▪ Job role titles in the OM must correlate to job-roles operant in the industry.
▪ The job role title must be appended with the electives.
▪ Once the original QP/s is/are removed in databases and circulation, the OM must reflect
the same.
o Assessment Criteria
▪ SSCs need to specify assessment criteria for Compulsory NOS and the Electives. Refer
QP template <insert hyperlink to Appendix 1 – Elective/Optional QP template>
o Notional Hours
▪ Notional hours will be a summation of the Compulsory NOS and the selected Elective
NOS.
o Training Duration9

9

This is a recommendation to consider all impact areas.
At the QP-NOS development stage it is not mandatory to have the Training Duration defined.

9

▪

o
o
o

o

o

o

Training duration hours will be a summation of the Compulsory NOS and the selected
Elective NOS and may vary for different electives.
o Curriculum and Content10
▪ Curriculum and Content must be developed to facilitate Compulsory NOS and the
Electives.
o Training of Trainers (ToT)
▪ Trainers must be certified to instruct for the Compulsory NOS and the Electives.
o Training of Assessors (ToA)
▪ Assessors must be certified to assess the Compulsory NOS and the Electives.
o Assessment
▪ Multiple assessment strategies might be required.
Qualifications Registration Committee (QRC) approval, and following that, National Skill Qualifications
Committee (NSQC) approval will be required,
Standard industry validation and employer concurrence will be sought and submitted as part of the all
other deliverables required in the Qualifications Registration Committee (QRC) docket;
QPs where training is in progress: The original QPs that were rationalized through the inclusion of
Elective NOS, will be from all databases and circulation three months (3 months) or as decided after
the QRC approval date of the QP with Electives.
QPs where no training has been conducted: The original QPs that were rationalized through the
inclusion of Electives will be removed from all databases and circulation within one month (1 month)
or as decided after the QRC approval date of the QP with Elective NOS.
It is the responsibility of the respective SSC to communicate with NSDC’s Standards, and Quality
Assurance teams on the timeline and/or deadline for the removal of the original QPs, once the
development process of QPs with Electives is completed.
Cut-off date for the original QP, and the activation date of the new QP needs to be communicated by the
SSC to all the stakeholders and skilling eco-system.

QPs with Options
-

o
o
o

A new QP code and name will be generated for the QPs with Options.
NOS will be categorized as:
o Compulsory: All NOS/set of NOS that are identified by the sector(s) as core to a job role
o Option: All NOS/set of NOS that are identified by the sector(s) as additional skills. There may be
multiple options within a QP for each job-role.
The Compulsory NOS will map directly to a job role on the respective sector(s)’ occupational map
without the additional skills provided by the Option.
It is not mandatory to select any of the Options to complete a QP with Options.
In the certificate,
o the job-role title will be appended with the additional skills if applicable, and

10

This is a recommendation to consider all impact areas.
At the QP-NOS development stage it is not mandatory to have the Curriculum and Content defined.

10

o

o will feature the logo/s of the sector/s.
There will be the following changes in the QP template. When a QP does not include Options, do not
incorporate the recommended changes in to the template.
o

Cover Page

o

Definitions (Refer QP Template for full list)

11

o

Job Details

o

Assessment Guidelines

12

o

o

Assessment Criteria

SSCs need to be compute and include for the following variables:
o Occupational Map
▪ Job role titles in the OM must correlate to job-roles operant in the industry.
▪ The job role title must be appended with the options.
▪ Once the original QP/s is/are removed in databases and circulation, the OM must reflect
the same.
o Assessment Criteria
▪ SSCs need to specify assessment criteria for Compulsory NOS and the Options.
o Notional Hours
▪ Notional hours will be a summation of the Compulsory NOS and the selected Options.
o Training Duration11

11

This is a recommendation to consider all impact areas.
At the QP-NOS development stage it is not mandatory to have the Training Duration defined.
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▪

o
o
o

o

o

o

Training duration hours will be a summation of the Compulsory NOS and the selected
Options.
o Curriculum and Content12
▪ Curriculum and Content must be developed to facilitate Compulsory NOS and the
Options.
o Training of Trainers (ToT)
▪ Trainers must be certified to instruct for the Compulsory NOS and the Options.
o Training of Assessors (ToA)
▪ Assessors must be certified to assess the Compulsory NOS and the Options.
o Assessment
▪ Multiple assessment strategies might be required.
Qualifications Registration Committee (QRC) approval, and following that, National Skill Qualifications
Committee (NSQC) approval will be required,
Standard industry validation and employer concurrence will be sought and submitted as part of all other
deliverables required in the Qualifications Registration Committee (QRC) docket;
QPs where training is in progress: The original QPs that were rationalized through the inclusion of
Optional NOS, will be removed from all databases and circulation three months (3 months) or as
decided after the QRC approval date of the QP with Options.
QPs where no training has been conducted: The original QPs that were rationalized through the
inclusion of Options, will be removed from all databases and circulation within one month (1 month) or
as decided after the QRC approval date of the QP with Options.
It is the responsibility of the respective SSC to communicate with NSDC’s Standards, and Quality
Assurance teams on the timeline and/or deadline for the removal of the original QPs, once the
development process of QPs with Options is completed.
Cut-off date for the original QP, and the activation date of the new QP needs to be communicated by the
SSC to the stakeholders and skilling eco-system

12

This is a recommendation to consider all impact areas.
At the QP-NOS development stage it is not mandatory to have the Curriculum and Content defined.
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Minimize Duplication: Borrowing QPs or Adopting NOS
SSCs develop QP-NOS to fulfil the requirement of skilled human workforce for the industry. These guidelines are
related with adoption of overlapping job roles and rationalization of QPs. This encourages SSCs to adopt/borrow
existing QP-NOS/NOS of other SSCs, so that SSCs do not develop duplicate QP/NOS.
Before envisaging development of draft QP-NOS, SSCs should check the QP-NOS Repository on NSDC website,
on other SSC’s websites for same or similar identified functions in the functional analysis sheet of their upcoming
QP-NOS/NOS or set of NOS.
QPs/NOS may be from the same sector or different sectors. QPs/NOS will not be borrowed or adopted in an
indiscriminate manner.

Guidelines
Condition
1

When QP-NOS is
entirely used by
an SSC other than
the originating
SSC

Policy
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2

Where SSC
adopts all the
Compulsory NOS
of an existing QPNOS and adds
NOS/set of NOS
to offer a
specialization
(rationalization)
to meet
sector/occupation-

•
•

•

•
•

A Petitioning SSC will be eligible to borrow a QP-NOS from another sector
provided the requested job role is its core activity.
The Petitioning SSC will submit a Request form (Appendix II) for borrowing a
QP-NOS of another sector to NSDC. NSDC will decide the case on merit and
communicate the decision to the Originating SSC.
Original QP and NOS names, codes, and assessment criteria will be retained.
User SSCs will assess and certify on the entire QP-NOS using Assessment
Tools as per their requirements.
Review & revision management of the QP-NOS will remain with the
Originating SSC with inputs from the user SSCs, wherever applicable.
It is recommended that SSCs jointly certify trainees for a borrowed QP. The
certificate may feature logos of both Originating and User SSC.
In case of any dispute, a Working Committee comprising one representative
each from the Standards team, SSC Governance team and CEOs of any 3
SSCs, will be convened.
Before developing a QP-NOS, SSCs must examine the existing QP-NOS
repository of all sectors.
If an SSC finds a related QP-NOS, then following the Rationalisation
guidelines, the SSC will write to NSDC about need for adding NOS/set of NOS
to meet its sectoral/occupational requirement.
NSDC will support User SSC in collaborating with Originating SSC for
addition of Elective/Optional NOS/set of NOS and Assessment criteria into the
existing QP-NOS.
Revised QP will be housed with the Originating SSC.
User SSCs will assess and certify on the Compulsory plus their own
Elective/Optional NOS/set of NOS using Assessment Tools as per their
requirements.
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specific
requirements

•
•
•

3

Where preceding
conditions do not
apply, and SSC
adopts NOS (As
Is) from other
QPs/Sectors to
create a new QP

•
•
•
•
•

Certificate may feature logos of both Originating and User SSCs.
Review & revision management of the Compulsory NOS will remain with the
originating SSC with inputs from user SSCs, wherever applicable.
SSCs will be responsible for review and revisions for their respective
Elective/Optional NOS/set of NOS. NSDC to collaborate.
User SSC will request NSDC and the Originating SSC for adopting NOS (As
Is) for the development of a new QP.
User SSC will give a new name and code to the QP based on their
requirement.
User SSC will adopt a desired NOS in its entirety and retain the NOS code and
name of the originating SSC.
User SSC will complete the entire development process for the new QP.
Assessment and certification will be done by the SSC developing the new QPNOS, using Assessment Tools depending on the sector’s requirements.

16

QP-NOS Next Review Date
When the QP-NOS is created, the Next Review Date is mentioned in the QP-NOS document. The QP-NOS needs
to be reviewed periodically to ensure they are always in synch with the industry requirements.

Guidelines
Some guidelines for specifying the Next Review Date are:
•
•
•

The maximum permissible period for Next Review Date is 4 years from the date of QRC approval of the
QP
The QP-NOS documents should be revised and submitted to the QRC for review BEFORE the expiry of
the Next Review Date
In case of any feedback or change in technology/ industry requirements:
o SSCs can revise the QP-NOS any time
o The version number to be incremented of the revised QP-NOS
o After the revisions, follow the Standard industry validation and QRC approval process
o “Effective from Date” of the new QP version needs to be stated in the QP document
o Cut-off date for the previous QP version, and the activation date of the new QP version needs to be
communicated by the SSC to the skilling eco-system

QPs where Next Review Date Has Expired
Since the SSCs were focusing on QP creation and rationalization, the Next Review Date has expired for several
QPs.
•
•

•

As a special case an extension is permissible till 31st Jul 2017, which will not be extended
QP-NOS for which no feedback has been received and where no change is required as per the industry,
the SSC can present such QP-NOS to their NOS committee. The NOS committee should certify the same
and state that these do not require any change. The version number of these QP-NOS will NOT be
incremented
QP-NOS for which feedback has been received by SSC and require revision, the SSCs must complete the
standard industry validation and QRC approval process by 30th Sept 2017. The version number of these
QP-NOS must be incremented

Please note:
If the above process is not followed by the specified dates, then:
•
•
•

SSC & QRC will be notified about the non-conformance to the process
Such QP-NOS will not be eligible for schemes/new enrolments
Such QP-NOS will not be listed on the NSDC website
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Appendix-I: Composite Elective/Optional Template
(This template is for reference. You may download the template document from the NSDC website.)
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Insert SSC logo
height – 0.51”,
width 2.84”
*

QUALIFICATIONS PACK - OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS FOR [Name of Industry
Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 16]

Contents
[Hyperlink all content items, Font: Calibri (Body) Font
size:11]

➢ OS describe what
individuals need
to do, know and
understand in
order to carry out
a particular job
role or function

➢ OS are
performance
standards that
individuals must
achieve when
carrying out
functions in the
workplace,
together with
specifications of
the underpinning
knowledge and
understanding

1. Introduction and Contacts..…[Insert Page no.]
2. Qualifications Pack……….……...[Insert Page no.]
3. Glossary of Key Terms …………[Insert Page no.]
4. OS Units……………………..…….….[Insert Page no.]
5. Annexure: Nomenclature for QP & OS. [Insert]
6. Assessment Criteria……………….[Insert Page no.]

Introduction Arial Bold 16, Central aligned
Qualifications Pack-Write the job role Arial Bold 16, Central aligned,
(Electives: Subtitle) (Options: Subtitle) [Replace subtitle with the names of
Electives/Options separated by a “/” in italics, within parenthesis “(_)”. Only applicable if Electives or Options are
offered. Remove the section(s) which is/are not being offered. Arial Bold 14, Central aligned]

SECTOR/S: [INSERT SECTOR NAME; Mention all sectors if Electives or Options are from

SECTOR: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES (IT-

different sectors, FONT: CALIBRI(BODY), UPPER CASE, FONT SIZE 12].

ITES)ces

Helpdesk Attendant

SUB-SECTOR: [Insert Sub-sector name here, Font: Calibri(Body), size 12]
OCCUPATION: [Insert Occupation name here, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 12]
REFERENCE ID: [Insert QP code, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 12]
ALIGNED TO: NCO-2015/XXXX.XX or NCO-2015/NIL
Brief Job Description: [Insert 3-4 lines Job description, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 12]

SSC contact details

Electives/Options: [Choose either “Electives” or “Options” as per the QP’s requirement.
Where neither are being offered do not include this section.]

E-mail: write the email

Elective/Option 1.

address

[Insert 3-4 lines about the Elective NOS or Optional NOS associated with the primary job
role, Font: Calibri(Body), Italic, Font size 12]
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Elective/Option 2.
[Insert 3-4 lines about the Elective NOS or Optional NOS associated with the
primary job role, Font: Calibri(Body), Italic, Font size 12]
Elective/Option 3.
[Insert 3-4 lines about the Elective NOS or Optional NOS associated with the
primary job role, Font: Calibri(Body), Italic, Font size 12]
Personal Attributes: [Insert 3-5 lines description of personal attributes required
for the Job role, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 12]

20

Qualifications Pack Code

Job Details

Job Role

[Insert QP code, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 12, Bold]
[Insert name of the Job role, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 11, Blue,
bold] *
*[Insert whether the job role is applicable for national/international scenarios]

Credits (NSQF)

[Insert TBD, Font:
Calibri(Body), Font size
11, Bold]

Version number

Sector

[Insert Industry name,
Font: Calibri(Body), Font
size 11, Bold]

Drafted on

Sub-sector

[Insert Sub-sector name,
Font: Calibri(Body), Font
size 11, Bold]

Last reviewed on

Occupation

[Insert Occupation name,
Font: Calibri(Body), Font
size 11, Bold]

Next review date

NSQC Clearance on*

[Insert Version
number, Font:
Calibri(Body), Font
size 12, Bold]
[Insert dd/mm/yy,
Font: Calibri(Body),
Font size 11, Bold]
[[Insert dd/mm/yy
per QRC
clearance/approval
date, Font:
Calibri(Body), Font
size 11, Bold]
[Insert dd/mm/yy
calculated at a
maximum of 4 years
from QRC
clearance/approval
date, Font:
Calibri(Body), Font
size 11, Bold]

DD/MM/YYYY (Font: Calibri (Body), Font size 11, Bold)

* only after clearance from NSQC
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Job Role

NSQF Level

[Insert name of the Job role, Font: Calibri (Body), Font size 11,
bold]
([Insert alternate names of the Job role, Font: Calibri(Body),
Font size 11])
[Insert 1-2 lines job description, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size
11]
[Insert required NSQF Level, Font: Calibri(Body), Font size 11]

Minimum Educational Qualifications*
Maximum Educational Qualifications*

[Insert required minimum/maximum education level(s), Font:
Calibri(Body), Font size 11]

Prerequisite License or Training

[Insert required license (s) or training(s), Font: Calibri(Body),
Font size 11]

Minimum Job Entry Age

[Insert required minimum work experience, Font:
Calibri(Body), Font size 11]

Role Description

Experience
Compulsory:
1.
[Insert OS unit code (Unit Title) hyperlink, Font:
Calibri(Body) Font size 11]
2.
….
3.
…
[Choose either “Electives” or “Options” as per the QP’s
requirement. Where neither are being offered do not include
this section/s.]
Electives (mandatory to select at least one):
Applicable National Occupational
Standards (NOS)

Elective 1. [Insert Elective Name offered; Font: Calibri(Body)
Font size 11]
Sector / Sub-Sector: [Insert name of Sector and subsector of
Elective origin, if applicable. Do not include this heading if
electives are from the same sector. Font: Calibri (Body) Font
size 11]
1.1 …
1.2 …
1.3
Elective 2. …
Sector / Sub-Sector: [Insert name of Sector and subsector of
Elective origin, if applicable. Do not include this heading if
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electives are from the same sector. Font: Calibri(Body) Font
size 11]
2.1 …
2.2 …
OR
Options (not mandatory):
Option 1. [Insert Optional NOS offered, Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 11]
Sector / Sub-Sector: [Insert name of Sector and subsector of
Options’ origin, if applicable. Do not include this heading if
options are from the same sector. Font: Calibri (Body) Font
size 11]
1.1. …
1.2. …
1.3.
Option 2. …
Sector / Sub-Sector: [Insert name of Sector and subsector of
Options’ origin, if applicable. Do not include this heading if
options are from the same sector. Font: Calibri (Body) Font
size 11]
2.1. …
2.2…

Performance Criteria

As described in the relevant OS units
[Insert additional Performance Criteria, if applicable Font:
Calibri (Body) Font size 11]

* In a situation where SSC feels minimum and maximum qualifications are not relevant, these columns can be
populated by mentioning – Not Applicable
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Keywords /Terms

Definitions

Sector

Sub-sector
Occupation
Job role
Occupational
Standards (OS)

Performance Criteria
National Occupational
Standards (NOS)
Qualifications Pack
(QP)
Electives

Options

Unit Code
Unit Title
Description

Scope

Knowledge and
Understanding

Description
Sector is a conglomeration of different business operations
having similar business and interests. It may also be defined as a
distinct subset of the economy whose components share similar
characteristics and interests.
Sub-sector is derived from a further breakdown based on the
characteristics and interests of its components.
Occupation is a set of job roles, which perform similar/ related set of
functions in an industry.
Job r o l e d e f i n e s a u n i qu e s e t o f f u n c t i o n s t h a t t o g e t h e r
f o r m a u n i q u e employment opportunity in an organisation.
OS specify the standards of performance an individual must achieve
when carrying out a function in the workplace, together with the
knowledge and understanding they need to meet that standard
consistently. Occupational Standards are applicable both in the Indian
and global contexts.
Performance criteria are statements that together specify the
standard of performance required when carrying out a task.
NOS are occupational standards which apply uniquely in the Indian
context.
QP comprises the set of OSs, together with the educational, training
and other criteria required to perform a job role. A QP is assigned a
unique qualifications pack code.
Electives are NOS/set of NOS that are identified by the sector as
contributive to specialization in a job role. There may be multiple
electives within a QP for each specialized job role. Trainees must select
at least one elective for the successful completion of a QP with Electives.
Options are NOS/set of NOS that are identified by the sector as
additional skills. There may be multiple options within a QP. It is not
mandatory to select any of the options to complete a QP with Options.
Unit code is a unique identifier for an Occupational Standard, which is
denoted by an ‘N’
Unit title gives a clear overall statement about what the incumbent
should be able to do.
Description gives a short summary of the unit content. This would be
helpful to anyone searching on a database to verify that this is the
appropriate OS they are looking for.
Scope is a set of statements specifying the range of variables that an
individual may have to deal with in carrying out the function which
have a critical impact on quality of performance required.
Knowledge a n d understanding a re s t a t e m e n t s w h i c h
t o g e t he r s pe ci fy t he technical, generic, professional and
organisational specific knowledge that an individual need to perform to
the required standard.
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Organisational Context

Technical Knowledge
Core Skills/ Generic
Skills

[Insert applicable Key
words used in the
document here, Font:
Calibri(Body) Font size
11]

Organisational context includes the way the organisation is structured
and how it operates, including the extent of operative knowledge
managers have of their relevant areas of responsibility.
Technical knowledge is the specific knowledge needed to accomplish
specific designated responsibilities.
Core skills or generic skills are a group of skills that are the key to
learning and working in today’s world. These skills are typically needed
in any work environment in today’s world. In the context of the OS,
these include communication related skills that are applicable to most
job roles.
[Insert applicable Key word descriptions against key words listed here,
Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 11].
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Acronyms

Keywords /Terms

Description

NOS

National Occupational Standard(s)

NSQF

National Skills Qualifications Framework

QP

Qualifications Pack

[Insert applicable
acronyms used in the
document here, Font:
Calibri(Body) Font size
11]

[Insert applicable full-forms against acronyms listed here, Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 11].
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Annexure
Nomenclature for QP and NOS
Qualifications Pack
9 characters
[ABC]/ Q 0101

[Insert 3 letter code for SSC]

QP number (2 numbers)

Q denoting Qualifications Pack

Occuptaion (2 numbers)

Occupational Standard

An example of NOS with ‘N’

9 characters
[ABC] / N 0101

[Insert 3 letter code for SSC]

OS number (2 numbers)

N denoting National Occupational Standard

Occuptaion (2 numbers)

Back to top…
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The following acronyms/codes have been used in the nomenclature above:
Sub-sector

Range of Occupation numbers

[ Insert Name of Sub-sector1, Font:
Calibri (Body), size 11, Bold]
[ Insert Name of Sub-sector2, Font:
Calibri (Body), size 11, Bold]
[ Insert Name of Sub-sector3, Font:
Calibri (Body), size 11, Bold]
[ Insert Name of Sub-sector4, Font:
Calibri (Body), size 11, Bold]
…

[Insert range]
[Insert range]
[Insert range]
[Insert range]
…

Sequence

Description

Example

Three letters

Industry name

Slash

/

[ABC, Font: Calibri
(Body), size 11]
/

Next letter

Whether QP or NOS

N

Next two numbers

Occupation code

01

Next two numbers

OS number

01
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[Insert Assessment Criterion at the end of the QP]

Criteria for Assessment of Trainees
Job Role [Insert Job Role Name Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 13]
Qualification Pack [Insert QP code Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 13]
Sector Skill Council [Insert SSC Name Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 13]
Guidelines for Assessment
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each Performance Criteria
(PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down proportion of marks for Theory and
Skills Practical for each PC.
2. The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC.
3. Assessment will be conducted for all compulsory NOS, and where applicable, on the selected elective/option NOS/set of
NOS.
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at each
examination/training center (as per assessment criteria below).
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at each
examination/training center based on this criterion.
5. To pass the Qualification Pack, every trainee should score a minimum of 70% of aggregate marks to successfully clear the
assessment.
6. In case of unsuccessful completion, the trainee may seek reassessment on the Qualification Pack.

Compulsory NOS
Total Marks: [Insert total marks for all Compulsory NOS, Font: Calibri (Body) Font size
10, Bold]
Assessment
outcomes

1. [Insert NOS
code and NOS
name. Font:
Calibri (Body)
Font size 10]

Assessment Criteria for
outcomes

PC1. … [Insert PC number and
PC name. Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 10]

Total Marks

[Insert maximum marks
for the NOS. Font:
Calibri (Body) Font size
10]

Out Of

[Insert
maximum
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

Marks Allocation
Theory

Skills
Practical

[Insert
maximum
theory
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

[Insert
maximum
Skills
Practical
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

PC2…
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Compulsory NOS
Total Marks: [Insert total marks for all Compulsory NOS, Font: Calibri (Body) Font size
10, Bold]
Assessment
outcomes

Assessment Criteria for
outcomes

Total Marks

Out Of

Marks Allocation
Theory

Skills
Practical

PC3. …
Total

[Choose either “Electives” or “Options” as per the QP’s requirement. Where neither are being offered

do not include this section.
Where applicable, repeat this table for each Elective in the QP]
ELECTIVES
Elective 1. … Insert Elective offered, Font: Calibri(Body) Font size 10]
Total Marks: [Insert total marks for the Elective 1, Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 10,
Bold]
Assessment
outcomes

1.1 [Insert NOS
code and NOS
name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size
10]

Assessment Criteria for
outcomes

PC1. … [Insert PC number
and PC name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size 10]

Total Mark

[Insert maximum
marks for the NOS.
Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 10]

Out Of

[Insert
maximum
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

Marks Allocation
Theory

Skills
Practical

[Insert
maximum
theory
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

[Insert
maximum
Skills
Practical
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

PC2. …

PC3. …
Total
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ELECTIVES
Elective 2. … Insert Elective offered, Font: Calibri(Body) Font size 10]
Total Marks: [Insert total marks for the Elective 2, Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 10,
Bold]
Assessment
outcomes

1.1 [Insert NOS
code and NOS
name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size
10]

Assessment Criteria for
outcomes

PC1. … [Insert PC number
and PC name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size 10]

Total Mark

[Insert maximum
marks for the NOS.
Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 10]

Out Of

[Insert
maximum
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

Marks Allocation
Theory

Skills
Practical

[Insert
maximum
theory
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

[Insert
maximum
Skills
Practical
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

PC2. …
Total
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[Choose either “Electives” or “Options” as per the QP’s requirement. Where neither are being offered

do not include this section.
Where applicable, repeat this table for each Option in the QP]
OPTIONS
Option 1. … Insert Option offered, Font: Calibri(Body) Font size 10]
Total Marks: [Insert total marks for the Option 1, Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 10,
Bold]
Assessment
outcomes

1.1 [Insert NOS
code and NOS
name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size
10]

Assessment Criteria for
outcomes

PC1. … [Insert PC number
and PC name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size 10]

Total Mark

Out Of

[Insert maximum
marks for the NOS.
Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 10]

[Insert
maximum
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

Marks Allocation
Theory

Skills
Practical

[Insert
maximum
theory
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

[Insert
maximum
Skills
Practical
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

PC2. …
Total
OPTIONS
Option 2. … Insert Option offered, Font: Calibri(Body) Font size 10]
Total Marks: [Insert total marks for the Option 2, Font: Calibri (Body) Font size 10,
Bold]
Assessment
outcomes

1.1 [Insert NOS
code and NOS
name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size
10]

Assessment Criteria for
outcomes

PC1. … [Insert PC number
and PC name. Font: Calibri
(Body) Font size 10]

Total Mark

Out Of

[Insert maximum
marks for the NOS.
Font: Calibri (Body)
Font size 10]

[Insert
maximum
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

Marks Allocation
Theory

Skills
Practical

[Insert
maximum
theory
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

[Insert
maximum
Skills
Practical
marks for
the PC.
Font:
Calibri
(Body)
Font size
10]

PC2. …
Total
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Appendix-II: Request Form to Borrow QP-NOS
(This template is for reference.)
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Request Form to Borrow QP-NOS
Qualification details

Date of Petition Submission

Petitioning Sector Skill
Council
Originating Sector
Skill Council
Qualification Pack
Code

NSQF Level

Qualification Pack
Title
Brief Job Description
Rationale for
Borrowing

Proposed Training
Plan
Proposed Assessment
Plan
Proposed Certification
Plan

Contact Details of Petitioning Sector Skill Council
Name
Address
Contact Number

Email
Address
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